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Abstract

This study examines the rise of early American museums following their birth
from intellectual societies in the American colonies. The two primary categories of
collections, scientific and patriotic items, were examined for their significance and
intended purpose. Likewise, both popular education and interesting entertainment were
identified as factors encouraging early museum proprietors to seek the appeal of the
general public while simultaneously drawing visitors to these early establishments of
learning and leisure.
In order to understand the motives behind intellectuals' desires for popular
education, scientific knowledge, and patriotic enthusiasm, the writings of many American
intellectual elites were consulted. The study relied upon writings of the Founding Fathers
to better understand the growing importance of educating the general public and the
desire to form a stronger and more resilient nation following the American Revolution.
In addition, broadside and newspaper advertisements, biographical accounts, and the
extensive papers of Charles Willson Peale, one of Philadelphia's first museum
proprietors, helped trace the development of museums from a specialized scientific
cabinet associated with private intellectual organizations to the establishment of publicly
available museums.

111

This study challenges the long held belief that cabinets of curiosity and early
museums were comprised of random items with no clear objective or purpose in mind. In
fact, research indicates that the ideas for creating profitable, educational, and entertaining
museums mattered greatly in revolutionary America. The two earliest museums in
Philadelphia serve as models to study the birth of publicly accessible museums in
America. The formation of these two influential museums in the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries, inaugurated issues surrounding museums that still persist some
two hundred-twenty years later.
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Introduction

The museum movement in America began not as a "chance assemblage of
curiosities" as George Brown Goode, the assistant secretary of the Smithsonian Institute,
told his audience at the third annual meeting of the American Historical Association in
1888. Rather it derived from the American democratic culture attuned to serious and
egalitarian aspirations. 1 This work will dispel Goode' s false assumption by tracing the
origins of early American museums, primarily founded in Philadelphia, from their
inception as "cabinets of curiosity" to the fully formed museums of Pierre Eugene Du
Simitiere and Charles Willson Peale in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.
Examining the early intellectual societies and formation of museums following the
American Revolution, reveals that museums were typically thoughtfully founded and
systematically organized. The earliest collections indicate that the primary focus of
colonial intellectual societies and museums centered on the study of science and natural
history specimens. Avid study of these subjects allowed British-American intellectuals to
learn more about their environment, while bolstering patriotic sentiments. Investigating
the collections also allows scholars to understand that intellectuals hoped the
accumulated objects could be used to educate the citizens in a young United States as

1

George Brown Goode, "Museum-History and Museums in History," in Papers of the American
Historical Association (New York: G. P. Putnam & Sons, 1888), 263.

well as counter negative European perceptions of America. The simultaneous
competition between ideals of democratization in education and popular entertainment
also provides an interesting perspective in understanding how social values influenced
early museum proprietors.
Despite the importance of intellectual societies and museums in the minds of men
such as Benjamin Franklin and Thomas Jefferson, early American museums have
attracted little attention among historians. The limited amount of scholarship that does
address this topic often implies that museums in America began with the efforts of
Charles Willson Peale. Peale's descendent and biographer, Charles Coleman Sellers, has
written two histories of Peale's life and the accomplishments of his museum, founded in
1786. Both Charles Willson Peale and Mr. Peale's Museum tell the story of Peale's life
as an artist and his achievements as museum proprietor. Two years after the publication
of Sellers' second book, another work, Charles Willson Peale and His World, emerged.
This impressive work also focused on Peale's accomplishments, but this author
emphasized Peale's work in art and science. Finally, David Brigham in 1995 wrote

Public Culture in the Early Republic, again centered on Peale, stressing how his museum
affected its audience.2
None of those scholars discussed Pierre Eugene Du Simitiere, America's first true
museum proprietor. Du Simitiere, a native of Geneva, whose formal museum existed
only two and one-half years in Philadelphia, has been ignored or marginalized in much of
2

Charles Coleman Sellers, Charles Willson Peale (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1969); Charles
Coleman Sellers, Mr. Peale's Museum (New York: W.W. Norton, 1980); Edgar P. Richardson, Brooke
Hindle, and Lillian B. Miller, Charles Willson Peale and His World (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 1982);
David Brigham, Public Culture in the Early Republic (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press,
1995).

2

the scant historical literature that does exist on museums. Paul Ginsburg Sifton and Joel
Orosz have provided much of the information that is known about the Swiss. Sifton,
writing his unpublished dissertation on Du Simitiere in 1960, provides us with a thorough
history of the Swiss' s life and collecting activities. Impressively done, the work sifts
through pamphlet and broadside collections, allowing the reader to see that Du Simitiere
was much more than a flighty collector. Indeed one of Du Simitiere's major
achievements was his avid and focused collection of 710 pamphlets and 358 broadsides
pertaining to the events surrounding the American Revolution. 3 Historians today writing
the intellectual history of the founding generation have benefited enormously from the
preservation of materials such as these, allowing scholars and readers alike the
opportunity to better understand the reasons for the North American split from the British
empire. 4 Orosz recounted Du Simitiere's often overlooked contributions to American
numismatics in his study, The Eagle that is Forgotten: Pierre Eugene Du Simitiere,

Founding Father ofAmerican Numismatics. 5 But this short study is narrowly focused on
Du Simitiere' s passion for collecting numismatic materials and his role in creating the
Great Seal of the United States, rather than the Swiss's museum facilities and its broader
ramifications.

3

Paul Ginsburg Sifton, "Pierre Eugene Du Simitiere (1737-1784): Collector in Revolutionary America"
(Ph.D. diss., University of Pennsylvania, 1960), 209.
4

For historical scholarship that utilizes pamphlets pertaining to the American Revolution to better
understand the motives, assumptions, beliefs, and ideas behind events of the time, see Bernard Bailyn, The
Ideological Origins of the American Revolution (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press,
1967).
5 Joel Orosz, The Eagle that is Forgotten: Pierre Eugene Du Simitiere, Founding Father ofAmerican
Numismatics (Wolfeboro, New Hampshire: Bowers and Merena Galleries, Inc., 1988).
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Singularly focused books also exist on the establishment of Benjamin Franklin's
Junto, the Philadelphia Library Company, and the American Philosophical Society. 6
These kinds of works retell the history of the organization, but refrain from discussing the
broader implications each association held for the formation of subsequent intellectual
societies, the eventual accumulation of cabinets of curiosity, and their role as precursors
to museums founded later in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
By studying the available sources and investigating the goals of many elite
intellectuals during the eighteenth century, it becomes clear that the earliest efforts to
establish museums reveals the shift in American values from hierarchicalism to more
democratizing impulses. Ideas explored by Gordon Wood are clearly manifested in the
transformation from private, elite dominated institutions to public venues of education
and entertainment. In The Radicalism of the American Revolution, Wood's asserts that
the Revolution thoroughly altered American society; social relationships, the way people
connected to one another, had fundamentally changed. 7 Thus, society in the early years
of the nineteenth century was markedly different from colonial society. Students of
museum history often cite the Revolution, with its radical effects upon society, as the
time when museums first began to form in America. However, upon closer examination,
one discovers that museums began much earlier, blossoming out of the intellectual
organizations in cities such as Philadelphia in the mid-eighteenth century. Museums in

See, for example Edwin Wolf, At the Instance ofBenjamin Franklin: A BriefHistory of the Library
Company ofPhiladelphia, 1731-1976 (Philadelphia: The Library Company of Philadelphia, 1976); George
Maurice Abbot, A Short History of the Library Company ofPhilade.lphia (Philadelphia: Library Company
of Philadelphia, 1913); Austin K. Gray, Benjamin Franklin's Library: A Short Account ofthe Library
Company ofPhiladelphia 1731-1931 (New York: MacMillan Company, 1936).

6

7

Gordon Wood, Radicalism of the American Revolution, (New York: Vintage Books, 1995).

4

early America actually trace their origins back to intellectual society's cabinets of
curiosity. Thus the transformation they underwent should be recognized as a reaction to
the.radical shift in society that occurred during the years surrounding the Revolution. By
tracing the beginning of museums back to these early collections, students then clearly
see the evolution of small collections for private viewing into public venues for education
and leisure.
Scholars, by too often overlooking this important occurrence and confusing the
chronology of this topic, are missing a significant aspect in the public diffusion of the
sciences and arts, as well as the advent of public education and emergence of
entertainment in America. Following the Revolution, many intellectuals-felt it their
responsibility to create an enlightened citizenry, knowledgeable of their new country and
its plant and animal inhabitants. Through the acquisition of scientific knowledge by the
general public, elites expected to build a stronger, more resilient nation. 8 When Du
Simitiere and Peale formally opened their museums to ordinary citizens in the 1780s,
visitors found many examples of scientific specimens for study. By tirelessly collecting
and displaying objects of science the early intellectual societies and museum proprietors
provided scientific knowledge to a broader audience. 9
Correspondingly, both Du Simitiere and Peale sought to influence the level of
American artistic taste and entertainment. Du Simitiere endeavored through the use of

The importance of science in early America is explained in Brooke Hindle, The Pursuit of Science in
Revolutionary America, 1735-1789 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1956).
8

9

For the shift from elite to public forms of American education see David W. Robson, Educating
Republicans: The College in the Era of the America Revolution, 1750-1800 (Westport, Conn., and London:
Greenwood Press, 1985); Lawrence A. Cremin,American Education: The National Experience, 1783-1876
(New York: Harper and Row, 1980).
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his artistic insight and talents to increase the level of cultural appreciation of the average
North American citizen. By displaying many various pieces of art and patriotic
memorabilia, he intended a tour of his museum to be both entertaining and meaningful to
visitors. The added benefit of personally led tours through Du Simitiere 's collection
meant that each visitor would receive an anecdotally enhanced visit. Personally led tours
would become only one of many amusements to be found at Peale's Museum over the
course of its existence in Philadelphia. After the tum of the nineteenth century
participation in leisure activities became more acceptable and Peale, embracing this new
phenomenon, facilitated the rise of entertainment in society by adding many intriguing
items to his collection. The atmosphere he succeeded in producing thus enhanced and
promoted the use of museums as a form of education and entertainment well into the
nineteenth century. 10
The collections of Du Simitiere and Peale also reveal the shift from the
complicated, contested terrain over Independence to the patriotism that dominated the
early nineteenth century. Museums offered one way to supply the public with grand
images of their new nation. Joyce Appleby has investigated how the Revolution
profoundly altered the lives of white Americans, and how Americans in the New

° For the rise of leisure in American society see Thomas A. Chambers, Drinking the Waters: Creating an
American Leisure Class at Nineteenth-Century Mineral Springs (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian
Institution Press, 2002); Barbara G. Carson, "Early American Tourists and the Commercialization of
Leisure," in Cary Carson, ed., Of Consuming Interests: The Style ofLife in the Eighteenth Century
(Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 1997), 373-404; Peter Thompson, Rum Punch and
Revolution: Taverngoing and Public Life in Eighteenth Century Philadelphia (Philadelphia: University of
Pennsylvania Press, 1999).
1

6

Republic experienced those changes and growing national pride.11 Both Du Simitiere
and Peale sought to promote feelings of patriotism by displaying engravings or paintings
of Revolutionary heroes for their patrons to view. By facilitating the public's access to
knowledge about the founding of their new country and its leaders, museums filled a vital
role in building support for the fledgling nation. Feelings of patriotism and nationalism
could then proliferate as Revolutionary sentiments encouraged personal initiative and
achievements.
The growing conviction that an educated and motivated public was vital to the
strength of the new nation played into Peale's museum design. The various locations the
museum occupied reveals the gradual shift in importance of the facilities. Beginning in
an annex built adjacent to his home, the museum took on a domestic context. However,
as the museum moved from its first location to that of Philosophical Hall (in 1794) and
lastly to the Pennsylvania State House (in 1802) the museum moved fr�m a highly
respected location to one of national recognition and importance. The moves represent a
continual elevation in status as well as an affirmation of patriotic sentiments.12
The enhanced status of Peale's museum paralleled the shifts in middle-class
notions of respectability after 1790. As the museum became more attractive to more
upwardly mobile Americans, Peale moved to larger and more honored locations. As seen
in Richard Bushman's The Refinement ofAmerica, after the 1790s the middle class

11

Joyce Appleby, Inheriting the Revolution: The First Generation ofAmericans (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 2000).
12

David Brigham, Public Culture in the Early Republic (Washington, D. C.: Smithsonian Institution Press,
1995), especially 13-17.

7

sought to gain respectability and an elevated distinction in society. 13 Adopting activities,
like visiting museums, formerly reserved only for elites, the middle class partook in
leisure opportunities and performed the rituals of refinement. Peale seized on this
opportunity, opened his museum to the public and augmented his museum's purpose to
that of public education and rational amusement.
Clearly then scientific, patriotic, educational, and cultural values all influenced
the transformation of America's first museums. The formation of early intellectual
societies and museums was steeped in the desire to instill pride among North Americans
while also teaching them about science and natural history. As republican ideals spread
among white intellectual elites, museums became a valued venue for the dissemination of
knowledge and protections of the nation. Thus by the late eighteenth century, the
political and cultural atmosphere of America allowed men such as Du Simitiere and Peale
to enthusiastically open their museums to the public.
In order to obtain a clear picture of the evolution from private curiosity cabinet to
public museum a wide variety of sources was consulted. The recently published Selected
Papers of Charles Willson Peale proved invaluable. These volumes provide a broad and

thorough understanding of Peale's goals and achievements in establishing his museum in
Philadelphia. Likewise, the Papers ofBenjamin Franklin and Benjamin Franklin's
Autobiography in addition to Thomas Jefferson's published papers and Notes on the State
of Virginia all reveal the intellectual elite's goals for public education in its many forms

and elucidate the early intellectual American's interests in science and natural history.

13

Richard Bushman, The Refinement ofAmerica: Persons, Houses, Cities (New York: Knopf, 1992).

8

Because so few works center wholly on the subject of museums in early America,
information from these primary sources were gleaned in fragments and woven together to
understand the influences of specific individuals and social values on the establishment
and proliferation of museums in early America.
In 1822 Charles Willson Peale, nearing the end of his life, painted a self-portrait
entitled The Artist in His Museum (Figure 1 ). It depicts Peale standing in his museum,
beckoning visitors to enter the wonderful "world in miniature" he so passionately crafted
over the course of his adult life. 14 By the second decade of the nineteenth century
museums had become a critical link between elite scientific and scholarly organizations
and the egalitarian impulses of public education and entertainment. The painting presents
images of these values and showcases the myriad contributions Peale made in the
development of museums. The primary figure, Peale himself, is lifting a heavy crimson
drapery, as he welcomes visitors to the Long Room of his Philadelphia Museum housed
in the Pennsylvania State House now call Independence Hall. Around the wall, cases of
birds, mounted in realistic poses with painstakingly accurate backgrounds, seem alive
once more. Above the glass cases, hang double rows of portraits of Founding Fathers
and Revolutionary War heroes, which Peale hoped would remind visitors of these men's
accomplishments and inspire patriotism. Behind the curtain stands the skeleton of
Peale's main attraction, his mastodon.

14

Charles Willson Peale, Autobiography, Peale Papers, 5; 272.

9

Figure 1. Charles Willson Peale: The Artist in His Museum. 1822 (Pennsylvania·
Academy of the Fine Arts, Philadelphia) 15

15

Sellers, Charles Willson Peale, Plate XIV, 402d.

10

In the foreground Peale reveals the tools of his trade. An open drawer contains
accouterments of a taxidermist, delicately placed in a box under the body of a stuffed
wild turkey. On the green table to Peale's right lay his brushes and palette, used both in
creating and conserving paintings. Along the ceiling hang lamps, which provided light
for visitors into the evening hours and represented scientific progress. And gazing in
every direction are Peale's museum guests, representing different ages, genders, and
religions. A young woman, gazing in amazement at the huge form of the mastodon,
wears a bonnet that identifies her as a member of Philadelphia's Quaker population.
Behind her stand a man and boy. The father teaches his son about natural history, so this
family represents the educational experience visitors will receive. The final patron, an
adolescent male, stands arms crossed in contemplation. Peale's painting therefore
represents the broad range of his audience as each responds differently to their
surroundings. The painting succeeds in presenting the museum in its entirety as a public
space straddling the realms of education and entertainment.
Again, ones eyes fall to the main figure of Peale himself. His hospitable stance
and "welcoming" arm represent the openness of his museum to anyone wishing to learn
or find amusement. He securely holds the drape up knowing that all who take a glance
will wish to enter. So please proceed, and take a peek at the transformation from useful
knowledge to rational amusement.

11

Chapter One
"Diffusion of Knowledge":
The Proliferation of Intellectual Societies

The rapid growth of Philadelphia during the first half of the eighteenth century
gave the city a diverse and lively citizenry, full of intellectual curiosity. Becoming one of
the most prominent ports in the colonies promoted contact between colonists and
Europeans, perpetuating the flow of information and interchange of ideas. 1 As
Philadelphia grew in size and affluence, several of its prosperous citizens dedicated their
energies to cultural activities and urban improvement. This desire for information gave
rise to early organizations of cultural enhancement such as the Library Company and
American Philosophical Society. Begun initially as repositories for books, the
organizations sought to serve mankind by proliferating knowledge. As their collections
of books grew, the organizations incidentally began to obtain other objects of a natural
and scientific quality. These once small stores of objects increased through individual
donations, creating larger and more diversified collections. Through the diversification

1

Louis B. Wright, Cultural Life of the American Colonies, 1607-1763 (New York: Harper and Brothers,
1957), 228.

12

of collections, colonial intellectuals hoped to offer scientific and cultural knowledge to
the Philadelphia public. Their desire for practical knowledge in an enlightened age
enabled cultural institutions to make the slow transition from organizations with small
collections to museums founded for the purpose of instilling an "appreciation for the
curious and historical. "2 Thus, efforts by Philadelphia's emerging intellectual societies to
collect books and manuscripts for scholarly study also created the foundation for several
early American museums (Figure 2).
By the early eighteenth century the Enlightenment had permeated American
society, particularly in urban areas such as Philadelphia. Based upon notions of human
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Figure 2. Plan of Philadelphia, 1762 (Library of Congress, Map Division}3
2

Joel J. Orosz, Curators and Culture: The Museum Movement in America, 1740-1870 (Tuscaloosa:
University of Alabama Press, 1990), 25.
3

John L. Cotter, Daniel G. Roberts, and Michael Parrington, The Buried Past: An
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progress through rational thought and civic concern, the Enlightenment began as a
reaction to scientific advances that occurred in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
skepticism became very pronounced. Natural history, with its emphasis on the sciences
was heavily studied. The movement attracted intellectuals who believed human reason
could be used to combat ignorance and tyranny for the betterment ofhumanity. 4 Eager to
emulate European models, Americans attempted to establish centers ofintellectual and
scientific knowledge that would in an orderly, practical, and useful manner instruct an
inquisitive public.
As the colonies grew in size and population in the early eighteenth century,
Philadelphia became a center for Enlightenment thinking, and Philadelphian Benjamin
Franklin came to personify this ideal. 5 In 1727 Franklin and several friends established a
"Club ofmutual Improvement which we call' d the Junto," and proclaimed an oath to
"love mankind, respect one another, believe in freedom ofopinion, and love truth for
truth's sake.',6 Meeting in a tavern on Friday evenings, the club required all members to
prepare several questions concerning morals, politics, or natural philosophy that the
company could discuss. Additionally, members produced papers discussed at quarterly

Archaeological History ofPhiladelphia (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1992), 42.

Ibid., 12-14; See also Henry F. May, The Enlightenment in America (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1976).

4

5

Gary Nash, First City: Philadelphia and the Forging ofHistorical Memory (Philadelphia: University of
Pennsylvania Press, 2002), 72-73.
6

Benjamin Franklin, The Autobiography ofBenjamin Franklin, 2nd ed., ed. Leonard Labaree (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 2003), 116-117.

14

meetings. 7 As group discussions grew livelier, the club desired a place with more privacy
than a local tavern could afford. Many members of the Junto belonged to the working
class in Philadelphia, but one young gentleman in the group offered a room in his home
for the meetings. 8 With this more secure, private meeting place, Franklin suggested that
books owned by members be brought together where the group met, "that upon Occasion
they might be consulted. Hav[ing] each ofus the Advantage ofusing the Books ofall the
other Members, which would be nearly as beneficial as ifeach owned the whole." Thus a
common library was formed in the home whereby each individual could use any book for
personal study. Although each member initially placed his books in the common
collection, the arrangement lasted only about a year as "The Number was not so great as
we expected; and tho' they had been ofgreat Use, yet some Inconvenience occurring for
want ofdue Care of them ... each took his Books home again."9
Undaunted by the initial failure ofsuccessfully creating a library for the Junto,
Franklin set out to establish a separate organization. The failure taught Franklin that a
successful library would need a broader base ofcommunity support. He and friends from
the Junto realized that no individual could afford to fund a private library in colonial
Philadelphia, but by combining resources they might accumulate enough capital for the
necessary books.10 Unlike the Junto's library in which books were owned by individuals
7

Franklin, Autobiography, 117.

8

Robert Grace, an exception among other working class members of the Junto, was "a young gentleman of
some fortune, generous, lively, and witty." He opened his house on Pewter Platter Alley for the Junto to
meet and conduct their discussion group. Franklin, Autobiography, 117-118.

9

Franklin, Autobiography, 130.

10

Edwin Wolf, At the Instance of Benjamin Franklin: A BriefHistory of the Library Company of
Philadelphia, 1731-1976 (Philadelphia: The Library Company of Philadelphia, 1976), 1-2.
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and merely stored in a common location, books in this new holding belonged to the
Library Company of Philadelphia. As its founder, Franklin desired the library to become
the "Mother of all N[ orth] American Subscription Libraries." 11
On July 1, 1731, Franklin and fifty other subscribers, "the Majority of us so
poor ...mostly young Tradesmen," agreed to invest forty shillings each to start the library.
They pledged ten shillings more each year to help buy additional books and pay for
maintenance of the institution. 12 The goal of such an endeavor was to "improve the
general Conversation of the Americans" and make "common Tradesmen and Farmers as
intelligent as most Gentlemen from other Countries." Open to any "civil gentleman"
unless the person had to be awakened twice or showed any evidence of 'pulex irritans'
[fleas], the library offered a liberal visitation policy.13 Indicating their desire to educate a
broad range of men, Franklin and the other Directors sought to make readily available the
materials owned by the Library Company. Anyone (awake and deloused) could come to
the reading room, which opened for visitors Saturday afternoons from four until eight
o'clock. Members could borrow books freely; non-members could also borrow books if
they put up a surety, something of value that could be sold if the book was not retumed.14
With its open door policy, the Library Company established a liberal visitation policy,
providing reading materials to anyone in the community, regardless of religious

11

Franklin, Autobiography, 130.

12

Franklin, Autobiography, 142; and Wolf, At the Instance ofBenjamin Franklin, 2.

13

George Maurice Abbot, A Short History of the Library Company ofPhiladelphia (Philadelphia: LCP,
1913), 24, also see Gary Nash, First City: Philadelphia and the Forging ofHistorical Memory.

14

Franklin, Autobiography, 142; and Wolfe, At the Instance ofBenjamin Franklin, 8.

16

affiliation, political group, or social class. At the outset of the institution Franklin noted
that there were few people who could read in Philadelphia, yet over time, "Reading
became fashionable." He attributed the libraries popular success to "our People, having
no publick Amusements to divert their Attention from Study," in which they "became
better acquainted with Books, and in a few Years were observ'd by Strangers to be better
instructed and more intelligent than People of the same Rank generally are in other
Countries. " 15
After establishing membership and determining a mission, the next step was to
draw up a list of books for purchase in England. Rather than ordering works on theology,
members requested texts on mathematics, astronomy, architecture, grammar, history, and
philosophy. 16 With regard to the books purchased, the Library Company differed greatly
from large libraries collected by colleges such as Harvard and Yale, which focused their
collections on theological works. The deliberate shift away from religious texts directly
reflected the Enlightenment's influence upon religion in the colonies, and represented the
characteristic difference between a theological seventeenth century in the British colonies
and a Deistic eighteenth century. As Enlightenment ideals gained popularity, many
intellectuals came to believe in the existence of God on purely rational grounds, thus
dismissing the notion of worshipping a god that supported and defended a monarchical
society, as was found in Europe.
The content found on the shelves at the Library Company reflected the changing
nature of American intellectual thought. Religious literature no longer dominated the
15

Franklin, Autobiography, 131, 142.

17

reading lists of intellectual elites. The desire to read works by Plutarch, Homer, and other
secular writers reveal the earnest desire of industrious young tradesmen to improve
themselves intellectually. Early shipments of books obtained by the Library Company
represent the shift from education centered on religious theology to scholarship based on
self-education and science as a means of advancement in American society. The request
for texts covering "hard sciences" reaffirms the rising interest in secular subjects in
Philadelphia during the middle of the eighteenth century. 17
The organization continued to flourish and membership remained steady
throughout the late colonial era. Jacob Duche, Rector of Christ Church, noted in I 774 in
Observations on a Variety of Subjects his amazement at the variety of books available to
all orders and ranks of people in the city. The librarian in conversation with Duche
assured him "that for one person of distinction and fortune, there were twenty tradesmen
that frequented this library," demonstrating the Library's continued open door policy. 18
Yet, despite its local popularity, the forty-shilling membership dues were sometimes hard
to raise. Therefore, Directors of the Library Company permitted payment to be made by
other means. One way to meet the outstanding charges was to pay in kind. Thus, by the
late 1740s, the Library Company began to accumulate various specimens of historical or
natural interest. 19 One gentleman presented stuffed snakes, another gave a dead pelican,
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and a third gave robes belonging to former Indian chiefs and made out of animal skins.
In 1761, one subscriber bequeathed to the Library a set of fossils. Soon the Library
became home to an increasing collection of books as well as a complete "cabinet of
curiosities. "20
The Library Company thus also served as a museum, due to the natural history
specimens it acquired. The directors saw the presence of interesting materials as
advantageous to the "improvement of knowledge."21 They therefore continued to accept
additional scientific apparatuses of interest, including the Company's acquisition of both
a microscope and telescope later in the century.22 The Library Company was then able to
flourish as it adopted an acquisition policy responsive to the needs of its intellectually
aware, economically industrious, but non-elite membership whose new emphasis of study
shifted to science and nature.
This growing interest in the study of nature and science encouraged Franklin to
found the American Philosophical Society in 1743. By this time Franklin had decided
that "the first drudgery of settling new colonies is now pretty well over and there are
many in every province in circumstances that set them at ease, and afford leisure to
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cultivate the finer arts, and improve the common stock of knowledge."23 The
indefatigable Franklin hoped to found an institution that would "promote the knowledge
of natural things and useful experiments," just as the Royal Society had done in England
almost one hundred years earlier in 1663. 24 He sought to overcome the geographic
distances between "Men of Speculation" throughout the colonies. However, this attempt
to create a new intellectual club failed to attract an enthusiastic membership, and it died
out within three years. By 1767 another scientific organization had gained prominence.
This group grew out of Franklin's old Junto and members utilized his model for an
intellectual society of inquiry, referring to themselves as the American Society for
Promoting and Propagating Usefull Knowledge, held in Philadelphia.25 Simultaneously,
a member of Franklin's original American Philosophical Society revived the old
organization in Philadelphia. The two groups briefly competed for members before
realizing that Philadelphia could not support two scientific societies. By the end of 1768,
the organizations combined their resources and merged their titles to be known thereafter
as the American Philosophical Society Held at Philadelphia for Promoting Usefull
Knowledge.26
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The newly formed American Philosophical Society became a lively society
continuing to emphasize the study of science. 27 The scientific interest of discoveries
made in the colonies led to an increased desire to observe as many actual specimens as
possible. To meet this longing the American Philosophical Society encouraged the
donation of "what is curious or valuable in the formation [of] a cabinet. ..as acceptable
presents."28 As donations of interesting materials began to arrive from locations across
the colonies, the American Philosophical Society created positions for three curators who
would be responsible for the preservation and maintenance of the artifacts and the
exhibition of each piece. 29
The creation of these positions indicates the vast quantity of materials arriving in
Philadelphia. One of the first curators to be appointed by the American Philosophical
Society was a young man named Pierre Eugene Du Simitiere. A native of Geneva, he
came to the Americas intending to study the flora and fauna of the West Indies and North
America in order to write and illustrate a compilation of his findings.30 While in the
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West Indies he studied, collected, and painted wildlife. Later he moved north and in
1769 became a naturalized citizen of the province of New York. 31 Spending time in New
York and Boston before settling in Philadelphia, the Swiss obtained access to the
brightest intellectual minds of the time. Residing there at the time were such men as
Benjamin Franklin, Benjamin Rush, and David Rittenhouse, each prominent in the
scientific world in the colonies and all members of the American Philosophical Society.
Taking advantage of the immense opportunities Philadelphia's cultural and intellectual
life offered, Du Simitiere, at the age of twenty-nine, obtained the social and intellectual
prominence needed to afford him membership into the American Philosophical Society.
There he gained appointment as one of three curators during the critical years between
1776-1781. 32
Primarily known as a painter, Du Simitiere also became an avid collector of art,
coins, specimens of natural history, and historical artifacts. Financially hindered because
of his insatiable desire for collecting, he apparently hoped to earn a living by painting
portraits of prominent colonists. Obtaining portrait commissions would, he believed,
compensate for the costs of his collecting and provide his livelihood. 33 His artistic ability
and knowledge of heraldry put him in contact with several colonial leaders such as
Thomas Jefferson, George Washington, and John Adams. Adams, who consulted Du
Simitiere on medal and seal designs in 1776 for the seal for the Unites States of America,
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wrote his wife that he had called upon "a Gentleman of French Extraction ... whose
Designs are very ingenious, and his Drawings are well executed. He has been applied to
for advice. "34 While Adams failed to identify the correct nationality of Du Simitiere in
the letter, he did perceptively recognize the skill the Swiss had in numismatic design.
Permanently established in Philadelphia by 1774, Du Simitiere organized a
private cabinet in his home containing accumulated pieces of American natural history.
For the next several years the Swiss allowed visitors to view his collection free of charge.
However, by the end of 1781 he recognized the financial opportunities that accompanied
opening his collection to the paying public. In April 1782 he advertised through small
notices in the newspaper that his private cabinet was open for public viewing, marking
the first time a private collection had been turned into a public museum in American
history.35 The initial opening failed to attract large numbers of people, so in June Du
Simitiere circulated broadsides and ran newspaper advertisements grandly announcing
the opening of his "American Museum" (Figure 3). The advertisement in the
Pennsylvania Gazette indicated the variety of unique items available for visitors to see,
including Indian antiquities, various weapons, paintings, and a "number of miscellaneous
Curiosities of various kinds."36 Located on Arch Street above Fourth Street, just blocks
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Figure 3. Broadside announcement for the opening of Pierre Eugene Du Simitiere's
American Museum, June 1, 1782. (The Library Company of Philadelphia}37
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from Independence and Philosophical Halls, Du Simitiere situated his fledgling museum
in a central location, sure to attract visiting dignitaries and interested locals alike.
Charging a half-dollar admission fee for the "American Museum," Du Simitiere hoped to
provide himself with a steady income, while not pricing admission beyond the means of
Philadelphians. 38
For the fifty-cent admission price, a visitor received a tour from Du Simitiere
himself, in groups of no more than eight people and lasting approximately one hour. 39
Guests enjoyed the opportunity to examine the natural history specimens, view the works
of art, and look at books and historical artifacts. They could also examine an exhibit of
coins and paper money, to which the Swiss dedicated an entire section of hi_s museum.
Unfortunately, no catalogues or descriptions of the museum exist, so scholars cannot be
certain of every item he owned or displayed. However, the broadside advertisements for
the opening as well as the auction of Du Simitiere' s belongings gives a fairly solid
estimate of what he owned (Figure 4 ). One can also surmise that he organized his
collection logically, perhaps categorizing similar objects together, given Du Simitiere's
contempt for disorganization of other such collections he viewed. 40
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Figure 4. Broadside announcement for the sale, at public auction, of the collection
of Pierre Eugene du Simitiere's, March 10, 1785. (The Library Company of
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However well the museum was presented, it did not prove to be a financial
success for Du Simitiere. Yet the museum did successfully draw many distinguished
people to the exhibit space. Artifacts were sent from numerous locations from people
who had visited the Swiss, as well as those who read his broadside and understood his
desire to "continue to be favoured with such articles as may fall into their possession."42
The respect and interest held by many for his collection allowed the Swiss to continue to
add to his wide variety of "curiosities." The valuable contributions made by many
signify the interest and respect held for Du Simitiere and his collection. His efforts may
not have proved immensely popular at the time, but did lay the groundwork for future
museums and historical societies.
Even as Du Simitiere collected, exhibited, and worked to create a center for
cultural learning, Charles Willson Peale began to display his paintings out of his home.
One of America's foremost artists, Peale moved himself and his family to Philadelphia in
1776. In 1782 Peale opened his portrait collection to the public, displaying paintings of
distinguished soldiers and statesmen of the colonies. Aside from painting, the talented
artist's interests also included natural history and science. Consulting several learned
gentlemen in Philadelphia including David Rittenhouse, Robert Patterson, and Benjamin
Franklin, Peale decided to display his artifacts in his home to a curious, paying public.43
Thus, four years after Du Simitiere opened his "American Museum," Peale opened his
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"Philadelphia Museum" (July 1786). Located in his house at the intersection of Third
and Lombard Street he billed the museum as a "Repository for Natural Curiosities." The
new gallery included small preserved mammals displayed in painted habitats, stuffed
birds, Indian figures dressed in ceremonial garments, and fifty portraits of Revolutionary
heroes.44 In October of that year, the editor of the Pennsylvania Packet touted Peale as
having "acquired the means of preserving birds and animals in their natural form, and
that he intends to place in his collection of curiosities every species of birds and animals
that he is able to obtain, belonging to North and South-America.',45 By doing this, Peale
determined "to bring into one view a world in miniature" (Figure 5).46

Figure 5. Admission Ticket to Peale's Museum, 1788. (Collection of Elise Peale
Patterson de Gelpi-Toro)47
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As interest in Peale's museum on Lombard Street expanded, so did his collection
and reputation. The success of the museum prompted Peale to move his family and entire
collection to Philosophical Hall, home of the American Philosophical Society, in 1794.
The more centralized location in the heart of Philadelphia contributed to the rapid growth
of the museum, so that eight years later, in 1802, Peale needed to move again. This time
he shifted most of his artifacts and paintings to the rented top floor of the Pennsylvania
State House, better known today as Independence Hall. Between 1802 and 1811 he
occupied both locations because of his large amount of displayable materials. 48
At his Lombard and Third location, Peale housed his collection in an additional
annex he built connected to his house. The facilities offered a skylit room, which
illuminated his portrait collection, as well as an artificial landscape of hills, trees and
bushes with birds, animals, and fish spread about. The museum grew in popularity and
the gallery began to fill with additional objects as they were procured either by purchase
or donation. As objects accumulated, the gallery began to overflow and the former
painting room at the front part of the museum was transformed into a representative
environment for natural specimens. By I 794, when Peale relocated the museum in
Philosophical Hall, at an annual rental rate of £130, he gained a remarkable location. 49
Here shelf-lined walls held glass cases built to protect the various natural history
specimens, lamps hung from the ceiling to promote nightly visitation hours, and portraits
48
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of esteemed gentlemen graced the perimeter wall. Linnaean classification dictated the
arrangement of each specimen, and comprehensive labels were fixed above the exhibit
cases with captions naming the order, genus, and species in Latin, French, and English.50
In additional rooms Peale offered magic mirrors, a phsiognotrace that would sketch one's
silhouette, and a pipe organ.
By 1802, however, Philosophical Hall no longer offered enough space for Peale's
popular and expanding collections. Instead he was granted permission to use "the whole
of the upper story" and "the east end" of the "lower story ...for the arranging and
displaying the said Museum."51 The move to the State House coincided with the location
and subsequent excavation of the mastodon skeleton late in 1801. For this amazing
display and other articles, Peale maintained a three-room annex in Philosophical Hall,
which could be viewed for an additional charge from the State House museum.52
Other than his keen ability to utilize available spaces for his museum, Peale
developed new and unique preservation and display techniques that drew visitors to his
every expanding exhibits. He first experimented with his own painter's supplies for
preservation materials, then changed from turpentine to arsenic solutions, even using
mercury in larger specimens. Improvising on items such as eyes, Peale found a bead of
black sealing wax would do, or for larger specimens, a piece of concave glass on which
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he painted the markings of the original eye.53 Just as he had painted his human subjects
against a background of household objects, he was one of the first to demonstrate animal
specimens in painted scenes representative of their natural environments, feeling that
viewing an artifact this way would facilitate learning about the specimen and its natural
habitat. Apprenticed as a saddler as a youth, Peale had learned to use large pieces of
wood to support the saddle leather, and drawing from that experience devised the idea of
mounting the skins of larger animals on sculptured forms showing the muscle action
appropriate to each.54 Impressed with Peale's informative presentation ofspecimens,
visitors such as Reverend Manasseh Cutler wrote in 1787 that "[Peale's] natural
curiosities were arranged in a most romantic and amusing manner ...all having the
appearance of life."55
The implementation of educational techniques Peale incorporated into his
museum displays parallels the transition exclusive intellectual societies made into
museums open for public visitation. This shift did not occur in one grand motion; rather
the gradual shift from exclusive intellectual society to museum manifested itself under
the guidance of enlightened ideals. Early organizations such as the Junto, Library
Company, and American Philosophical Society possessed collections of books or
artifacts maintained primarily for designated members of the group, while Du Simitiere
and Peale maintained collections open to anyone willing to pay the entrance fee. Thus
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the great debate involving exclusivity of knowledge versus public educational
opportunities emerged. In the late eighteenth century many colonial and revolutionary
leaders became adherents to Enlightenment philosophies, namely the aspiration to offer
education to interested individuals. Thomas Jefferson maintained "tyranny and
oppression...will vanish like evil spirits at the dawn of day ..." with the "diffusion of
knowledge among the people." 56 Looking to the future he also hoped the next generation
of leaders would follow his example and support education on a broad scale, even
declaring his praise for communities investing in "small circulating libraries."57 Franklin,
celebrated for his founding of several successful organizations, pushed for civic
associations and the orderly and rational exchange of news and information throughout
Philadelphia. The publishing of his widely read Pennsylvania Gazette and Poor
Richard's Almanac as well as the semi-accessible Library Company offset his
involvement in membership exclusive groups such as the Junto and American
Philosophical Society.58 These publicly available works reached a wider audience
demonstrating Franklin's belief in providing information to the public for their benefit
and social betterment.
Even though many leaders of the time as well as museum proprietors such as Du
Simiti ere and Peale espoused the notion that education in the form of libraries and
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exhibitions were free to anyone, there is one dominate contradiction to these ideas.
Rather than being free to everyone, the mu�eums allowed only those persons who could
afford the price of an admission ticket. Even the much earlier Library Company charged
membership fees or the posting of collateral in order to borrow books. Admission prices
set at fifty cents for Du Simitiere's museum and twenty-five cents and fifty cents for
Peale's natural history exhibit and mastodon respectively limited the number of people
who could afford to visit. Even when for a short time in 1790 Peale announced that
children under ten would have free admission to the Museum if accompanied by an adult,
(he later raised it again to half an adult's price of 12½ ¢) the costs must have been more
than some people could comfortably afford. 59 However, the price was not too excessive,
as David Rittenhouse warned Peale prior to his opening that he "might rest assured that it
would be a very unprofitable labor. "60 Although no records remain explaining why Du
Simitiere chose to charge fifty cents per visitor, one may speculate that because his
museum was only open four days a week he charged the slightly higher fee to offset his
enthusiastic collecting expenses. Peale, on the other hand, strove to maintain admission
prices that would attract as many people as possible to his ever-expanding facilities.
Even with the admission prices, the phenomenal items collected in Philadelphia
became known throughout the colonies. As populations and cities grew, travel within
British America also increased. By the end of the eighteenth century, Philadelphia, one
of the country's premier cities, saw a rapid rise in travelers. Still very few people
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traveled purely for personal enjoyment. Rather most men traveled for business and
partook in leisure activities such as museum visiting in their free time. Women,
accompanying family members on such business trips, would often patronize such venues
of entertainment as well. George Washington's household account books list several
payments for admission to Peale's museum in Philadelphia, once even listing admission
for his wife's granddaughters, Elizabeth and Eleanor Custis.61 Whatever a person's
reasons may have been for visiting places of interest and leisure while in the city, people
privileged enough to have recreational time were expected to use it for self
improvement.62 Thus it became important for leisure activities to be useful.
Understanding the public's desire for useful leisure activities, Du Simitiere and
Peale utilized these sentiments to encourage visitors to their museums. The writings of
Josiah Tucker, who noted that travel should be used to "gain an enlarged and impartial
view of man and things," exemplifies perfectly the notion Peale would later capitalize
upon regarding the use of free time to learn about items in his museum.63 For travelers
then, a museum offered the best of both worlds; it satisfied people's curiosity with the
world beyond their home as well as offered a socially acceptable leisure activity.
Thus by the close of the eighteenth century, small collections of randomly
assembled objects had been transformed into ever expanding repositories of the unusual
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and interesting. Men had succeeded in taking their passion for the accumulation of
knowledge and objects and found a way of educating the public as well as earning a
living. As factors such as the Enlightenment, the spread of republican ideals, and an
increased desire for instructive intellectual activities permeated American society their
subsequent culmination led to the proliferation of knowledge and successful
establishment of museums.
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Chapter 2
"An Evidence of Progress":
Science, Patriotism, and Public Museums

Guided by ideals of the Enlightenment and a freshly formed distinctive American
culture, museums took shape amidst the quest for scientific knowledge and the advent of
patriotism. Forced to assemble their own collections because the new nation lacked
historical riches of a celebrated past, museum proprietors constructed collections which
became repositories for the interesting, unusual, and natural. Scientific curiosity
encouraged the inquisitive to study and collect the flora and fauna of their environments,
yet this interest stemmed from more than simply scientific intrigue. The information
gleaned from scientific inquiry would reassert pride among British Americans who had
been acutely hurt by European disinterest in and disdain for the American environment.
Colonial intellectuals were anxious to dispute the widespread eighteenth-century belief
that all life forms in America were weak and immature as had been indicated in scientific
literature. 1 Count de Buffon, one of the eighteenth century's foremost naturalists attested
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in his book Histoire Nature/le that the American environment produced plants and
animals that were smaller and less healthy than those in Europe. According to Buffon,
the "New World" was too moist, too cold, and too immature to sustain life on a grand,
advanced scale. Asserted in 1749, this belief increasingly bothered many intellectual
North American colonists who found it an unfair assumption of their new homeland.2
The idea of collecting items of scientific significance to challenge the claims of
degeneracy appealed to many colonial leaders and spread as the colonies drew closer to
the Revolution. Accumulating specimens of various flora and fauna found in the colonies
became important to those interested in the scientific world and taught people everywhere
of the great wonders found in America. Collections consisted of plants, animals, rocks,
and fossils, demonstrating the wide variety of materials available for study. Museum
proprietor Pierre Eugene Du Simitiere's collection reflected his travels throughout North
America prior to his settling in Philadelphia, while Charles Willson Peale's accumulation
of objects emphasized North American materials he collected or acquired from friends
and fellow naturalist collectors. His most noted artifact of natural history was the
fossilized mastodon skeleton he personally exhumed from the lower Hudson River
Valley in 1801. 3 Because America lacked a magnificent historical past, scientists, artists,
and intellectuals faced the challenge of promoting an atmosphere of intellectual
endeavors without European influence. Although aware of Europe's cultural primacy,
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early museum proprietors self-consciously sought to promote American scientific
achievements. By excluding European contributions, community leaders and early
museum proprietors teamed together in an effort to cultivate a sense of cultural pride.
The objects collected thus helped define early America as a significant participant in the
scientific dialogue of the eighteenth century.
The efforts made to advance America in the international scientific community
worked to counter European held notions of North American degeneracy. Included in the
group of troubled intellectuals was leading American scientist Thomas Jefferson. He
boldly renounced the European held notions and wrote extensively to counter Buffon' s
accusations. In Notes on the State of Virginia, published in 1787, Jefferson fervently
defended the vitality of flora, fauna, and inhabitants of North America. He found most
troubling the notion "that nature is less active, less energetic on one side of the globe than
she is on the other. This new theory of the tendency of nature to belittle her productions
on this side of the Atlantic... " could not be true because "the truth is, that a pigmy and a
Patagonian, a mouse and a mammoth, derive their dimensions from the same nutritive
,
juices.' 4 In order to substantiate his belief, Jefferson devoted some thirty-five pages of
his Notes on Virginia to the scientific information he had amassed and maintained that
plants and animals varied by size and weight on both sides of the ocean.
While writing the only book-length work he would produce during his lifetime,
Jefferson sought comments on the manuscript from many friends. However, he chose
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only to include colleague Charles Thomson's observations in the printed editions. 5
Thomson, a Philadelphia merchant and politician, shared with Jefferson two very similar
interests: American Independence and the study of science. Aligning with Jefferson,
Thomson also refuted Buffon's broad oversimplification of native people in North
America arguing, "Monsieur Buffon has indeed given an afflicting picture of human
nature in his description of the man of America. But sure I am there never was a picture
more unlike the original."6
Scholars such as Jefferson and Thomson believed that uncovering scientific
information would allow America to combat negative perceptions circulating throughout
Europe. Colonial intellectuals recognized science as the way to contribute to the world's
increasing empirical interests. They hoped the uncovering of scientific data would prove
American equality and gamer respect from European intellectuals. Early museum
proprietor Charles Willson Peale ardently believed his museum "would present to the
American as well as the European World, an evidence of progress in the department of
science, whose successful cultivation has always been a characteristical mark of an
advanced civilization."7 The available access to a vast, continent dramatically different
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from Europe and containing numerous examples of vegetation, animals, and interesting
topography held innumerable opportunities for scientific contributions. The study of
natural history, botany, zoology, and geology became particular points of interest. In a
letter to Jefferson in March 1782, Thomson noted, "what the soil [of America] is capable
of producing can only be guessed at and known by experiment," indicating an interest in
unknown natural history specimens of which scientists and collectors focused much
attention. 8
Interested in the study of natural history and aware of colonial efforts to combat
European cultural chauvinism, early naturalist and museum proprietor Pierre Eugene Du
Simitiere used his wide-ranging collection to contribute to the endeavor. He dedicated
much time, effort, and great amounts of his personal assets to scientific pursuits,
including building a large collection of natural history specimens. By 1768, he became
sufficiently well known in intellectual circles to be elected a member of the American
Society for the Promotion of Useful Knowledge. Traveling extensively prior to the
Revolution, between 1757 to 1774, he visited most major islands in the Caribbean as well
as prominent North American cities gathering natural history specimens. When unstable
financial circumstances undercut his ability to travel and collect, he chose to establish
himself in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 9 At the urging of friends, D:u Simitiere opened his
American Museum in 1782, where he displayed the natural history specimens he had
accumulated, classifying and displaying them to the best of his ability. The collection he
8
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placed on exhibition included a variety of natural curiosities, which he listed on his
broadside announcement in June 1782. The exhibit was composed of animals and
insects, "the most of them from different parts of the West Indies" as well as various
kinds of petrifactions, fossil substances produced by eruption of volcanoes, and a
considerable collection of the most curious plants "all in the highest preservation." 10 The
impressive collection of artifacts and myriad objects formed the basis of his "American
Museum," indicating that natural history constituted a major part of his collection and
demonstrating his achievements in this field of natural science. 1 1
Equally offended by European claims of American inferiority, artist and eventual
museum proprietor Charles Willson Peale also spent a considerable amount of time
countering these accusations. By studying American wildlife he gained a greater
appreciation for the natural wonders found in America. Baffied by the lack of admiration
for North America's natural world, Peale, in a moment of frustration, once said that
Buffon must have "either a great antipathy to America or to truth." 12 Increasingly
perplexed and frustrated in the 1770s by the blatant refusal of Europeans to accept
Americans as equals, Peale and likeminded intellectuals decided to assemble a collection
of artifacts that would demonstrate the greatness of America. This decision worked to
dispute European assumptions while simultaneously, and unwittingly, establishing a
repository of natural American culture.
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At the tum of the century, Peale attached a museum of natural history to the
portrait gallery he had opened at his home. He assembled the collection of natural history
specimens through trial and error as he devised and tested new methods of taxidermy. 13
His decision to assemble preserved animals resulted in the largest collection of natural
curiosities in the country. The exhibit included such exotic specimens as a golden
pheasant given to George Washington by the Marquis de Lafayette, which Peale
requested to obtain and preserve upon its death. 14 While collecting numerous specimens
and utilizing his artistic talents Peale developed the unique idea of displaying the animals
in their natural habitat, as this "is not the practice, it is said, in Europe to paint skyys &
Landscapes in their casses of birds and other animals." 15 In doing so, he created special
backdrops for some of his mounted specimens. Additionally, at the end of the gallery
space he assembled an earthen mound furnished with trees and a thicket and offset by a
small pond and beach. Carefully and thoughtfully placed within the scene were mounted
mammals, reptiles, amphibians, and birds, all preserved in lifelike postures. Aspiring
toward scientific accuracy, Peale arranged the mammals and birds based on Linnaeus's
international binomial nomenclature system and likewise utilized other contemporary
classification systems for the arrangement of his mineral and shell collections. Thus
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visitors to the museum simultaneously learned something of the behavior and habitats of
the specimens on display as well as obtaining information on that specimens place in
nature's hierarchy. 16
Yet it was not the golden pheasants or other animals that became renowned, but
the fossilized skeleton of a mastodon that was the most popular and far-reaching item of
natural history and science installed in Peale's museum. Being alerted to the discovery of
a skeleton, Peale quickly moved to secure the bones for his museum. Thus in 1801 Peale
led the first scientific expedition in the United States, a five-month undertaking which
resulted in the orderly excavation of the mastodon bones (Figure 6). After carefully

Figure 6: Charles Willson Peale: Exhumation ofthe Mastodon 1806 (The Peale
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transporting the bones from the lower Hudson River valley back to Philadelphia, the
skeleton was successfully assembled and displayed in the prominently established in
Philosophical Hall, where Peale had relocated his museum in 1 794. As the bones were
being assembled in the most scientifically accurate manner possible, Peale publicized the
exhibit opening by special invitation for American Philosophical Society members and a
formal broadside announcement to the public. During the long excavation and
assembling process, word of the amazing discovery spread across the country, causing
excitement that the formal announcements only exacerbated (Figure 7). 18 Peale cleverly
enhanced the mastodon's astonishing size by strategically assembling the skeletal
remains of an elephant and mouse beside the mastodon. Undoubtedly, visitors found the
scene even more remarkable when viewed within the context of these neighboring
specimens. Visitors also marveled at the mastodon's enormous proportions relative to a
human being. Both men and women found the display incredible, some even suffering
adverse physical effects. Deborah Logan, in 1802, reported that the display "frightens the
Ladies" as an acquaintance "went to Bed after she returned home from seeing it with the
terror it inspired."� 9 Despite the occasional shocked response to the "LARGEST of
Terrestrial Beings," Peale's skeleton positively effected his business as well as the
scientific community. 20 The new exhibit increased visitation to his museum, enlightening
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Figure 7: "Skeleton of the Mammoth is Now to be Seen." Broadside, 1801-02.
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visitors about the scientific world around them, and simultaneously promoted national
pride by furnishing American naturalists with a weapon to combat European claims of
American degeneracy.
Years before the mastodon exhibit had been conceived at Peale's museum,
American intellectuals had hoped museums could be used as one tool for promoting
republicanism and national pride among the public. 22 Leading participants in the struggle
for independence felt an urgent responsibility to demonstrate the cultural importance of
North America to the populace. The lack of appreciation and respect from European
scientists such as Buffon following the Revolution caused American intellectuals to
resent their "provincial" status in the world of science. Intellectuals believed it
imperative to demonstrate to the world "the favorable influence that Freedom has upon
the growth of useful Sciences and Arts. "23 Recognizing the need for national enthusiasm,
intellectual leaders then used the idea of American inferiority as their rallying cry to
bolster more public support of science and the arts. Now separated both politically and
culturally from England, the United States had to depend upon intellectual stimulus from
within the country. Incipient public institutions, such as Du Simitiere's and Peale's
museums, thus became custodians of significant cultural memorabilia and information
during the revolutionary era. Intellectuals engrossed in the task of establishing the
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government could easily have forgotten institutions such as these, however, attention to
the sciences and arts did not fail. Men such as Jefferson, Franklin, and Peale continued to
emphatically assert the importance of such cultural matters. Consequently, learned
Americans demonstrated their capability of producing viable scientific and artistic work,
which was displayed in early museums. 24 As an accessible venue for the average citizen
to visit, museums became a scientifically and culturally educational tool intellectuals
utilized for the promotion of national pride.
The effort to counter negative perceptions of the American environment, and
consequently, American character, allowed early museum proprietors to exhibit items of
both scientific and patriotic significance. Other than their function to expand scientific
knowledge within the nation and abroad, museums recounted the Republics'
revolutionary past. By the end of the eighteenth century, museums increasingly assumed
this dual role, becoming both the principle means of acquainting increasing numbers of
the lay public with the sciences as well as presenting a memorial to the Revolution.
Collectors endeavored to preserve the scientific record, while simultaneously amassing
and protecting memorabilia pertaining to the origins of their newly formed country.
Chiefly involved in the acquisition of patriotic material to demonstrate the importance of
the revolutionary movement, collectors, and later museum proprietors, sought to intensify
public devotion to the republican system of government and individual military and
political leaders in the early national era.
Even before independence, Du Simitiere began to collect documents and artifacts
lauding prominent American revolutionaries. Other than his extensive natural history
24
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collection, he also indulged his interest in politics by collecting materials related to the
events of the interesting and turbulent late eighteenth century. As the practice of using
printed materials to convey messages to a larger audience became more widespread prior
to the Revolution, Du Simitiere recognized the value in preserving those materials.
Between 1750 and 1784 he collected many important pamphlets and broadside materials,
demonstrating the importance of such materials prior to and during the Revolution. 25
Early pamphlets and broadsides reflect the increasingly difficult political and economic
duress of colonial citizens. The accumulated media viewed chronologically permits the
reader to trace the increasing disharmony between England and America and the origins
of the American political identity. 26
While collecting during the revolutionary period, Du Simitiere obtained a variety
of resources ranging from papers lauding the accomplishments of George III to a copy of
the American Declaration of Independence. Such a wide range of confusing and
conflicting literature indicates the varying sentiments and loyalties dispersed among
colonists at the time, and the variety of items a collector such as Du Simitiere would have
been able to gather. The accumulation of such a wide range of broadside and pamphlet
materials demonstrates a foreign-born man's interest in the preservation of what he
deemed to be significant to colonial inhabitants during the American Revolution.
Through his interest in preservation and exhibition of materials, Du Simitiere, thus
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greatly contributed to the safeguarding of materials, which today allows scholars to read
the expressions of average men during the revolutionary era, thereby bettering our
understanding of the break with England.27
Interestingly, Du Simitiere's eclectic interests also made him a valued consultant
as American leaders crafted iconic seals for their respective states as well as the new
nation. Other than his collection of art, natural history specimens, and paper articles, Du
Simitiere also was among the earliest numismatists in America. His enthusiasm for
America, fine artistic talent, and knowledge of heraldry made him a perfect candidate for
consultation on medals and coins in the new country. 28 Working with"Dr. Franklin, Mr.
J. Adams, and Mr. Jefferson ...to bring in a device for a seal for the United States of
America," the Swiss suggested several elements adopted by the committee.29 Among
these contributions was the personification of Liberty as a goddess for the new nation, the
use of Roman numerals, the implementation of the traditional heraldic shield, and finally
his suggestion for the United States motto of"E Pluribus Unum."30 His incorporated
suggestions thus left an indelible mark upon American numismatics and demonstrated his
desire to participate in patriotic activities.
Charles Willson Peale would be far less eclectic and more ideologically driven
than Du Simitiere in his collecting endeavors. While the Swiss collected because of his
27
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love for interesting curiosities, Peale concentrated his efforts on building a repository of
artifacts and knowledge that would shape public memory and inspire Americans to be
"animated with a sacred love for their country."31 Having served in the Continental
Army with George Washington at Valley Forge, Peale felt a special fondness for the
leader. That affection compelled Peale to use his artistic abilities for several public
displays honoring the general. When Washington visited Philadelphia in 1781 Peale used
the opportunity to create a display of allegorical transparencies. These backlit paintings
on varnished paper portrayed images of the General with rays of glory surrounding him.
Additional depictions included America seen as a woman trampling on a snake-haired
Discord, and a third portraying a foundation inscribed "THE VOICE OF THE PEOPLE,"
supporting thirteen columns representing the states.32 Continuing to contribute to
citywide celebrations of victory, Peale in January of 1784 built a spectacular Roman arch
covered with transparent paper and painted with revolutionary scenes and mottoes "for
the Public rejoicings on the peace."33 Peale also participated in Philadelphia's festivities
in honor of Washington's inauguration in April of 1789 by building an elaborate display
for the newly elected President to enter the city through. For the occasion he ingeniously
fashioned an ordinary log bridge spanning the river leading into Philadelphia into a laurel
wreathed allegorical avenue of triumph (Figure 8). Always the innovator, Peale also built
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Figure 8: Triumphal Arches erected for the Reception of George Washington, April
20 1789. (Library of Congress)34

a machine to be worked by his daughter, Angelica, which lowered a crown of laurel onto
Washington's head as he passed through the arch. 35
Just as he worked to bolster support for the country and its leaders outside the
museum, Peale also used the venue of his museum to promote patriotic sentiments among
its visitors. As a talented and well-known colonial artist, he became well acquainted with
many leading revolutionary figures when commissioned to paint their portraits. Wanting
to display his portrait collection and encourage feelings of patriotism, Peale opened a
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small picture gallery in a new addition to his house in Philadelphia in 1784.36 Peale's
reverence for these men led him to utilize his home as a venue for the public to view
portraits of men who held special meaning for American citizens. Understanding well
the popular appeal of the iconic paintings, the display consisted of men who had
distinguished themselves in politics and military action during the American
Revolution.37 Visiting in 1787, Manassah Cutler described the portrait gallery in his
journal, noting "the walls of this room are covered with paintings both portrait and
historic. One particular part is ...of the principal American characters who appeared on
the stage during the late revolution ... I think he [Peale] had every one, most of the
members of Congress and other distinguished characters... At the upper end of the room
General Washington at full length and nearly as large as the life ..."38
Twenty years later the portrait collection still remained a popular attraction for
many Americans, including Supreme Court Justice Joseph Story, who wrote in the spring
of 1807 that he found "natural curiosities arranged with genera and species upon the
Linnaean system" admirable, but worth only a glance in contrast to the portraits.
Preferring to study the paintings, he declared "these were to me a feast. I forgot birds,
beasts, fishes and insects, to gaze on man. I was engaged in etching the outlines of
genius, when, perhaps, I ought to have been surveying the impalpable down of an insect,
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or the variegated plumage of a bird."39 Thus, Philadelphia's first public exhibition on the
American Revolution, which opened even before the war ended, enthralled visitors and
continually renewed the public's reverence for their cultural heroes.
As visitors observed the individual facets of science and patriotism in both Du
Simitiere and Peale's exhibits, they may not have noticed the delicate way in which both
proprietors' collections promoted a greater admiration for America. Both museums'
collections portrayed America as extraordinary in nature and culture. The natural history
collections portrayed the wonders of nature, while Du Simitiere's collections of patriotic
writings as well as Peale's portrait collection revealed to visitors what each proprietor
wanted the public to remember about the American Revolution. Yet, both science and
patriotism, present within each museum, worked concurrently to instill national pride and
confirm scientific legitimacy. The displays of North American scientific specimens
became one way scientists and intellectuals could validate their new homeland and
legitimate their independence from England. The opportunity to offer proof that their
new country, as well as its inhabitants, was equal to Europe's prompted many exhibits
and scientific expeditions, thus reinforcing notions of national pride for those who
viewed the exhibits.
Study of museums in this era confirms that the American Revolution
fundamentally and thoroughly altered the character of American society. After winning
independence, Americans wanted to illustrate the legitimacy of their nation and the
people who and processes that created it. The transformed American society possessed a

Charles Willson Peale to Thomas Jefferson, April 20, 1808, Peale Papers 2: 1073, and William W.
Story, Life and Letters ofJoseph Story (Boston, 1851) 1: 146-7, Sellers, Mr. Peale's Museum, 193.
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new understanding of the arts and iconography; something museum proprietors played a
major role in creating and perpetuating. Through their avid passion for collecting and
displaying works of art or significant scientific artifacts they contributed to Americans'
images of their nation. Museums played a vital role in depicting those images as early
national leaders linked ideas of freedom and liberty to the growth of science and the arts.
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Chapter 3
"To Amuse and in the Same Moment Instruct":
Venues for Entertainment and Education

By the beginning of the nineteenth century, a transformation took place shifting
extraordinary collections of objects from the eyes of elites into a more readily accessible
venue for many citizens. Immediately following the American Revolution, a great
expansion of educational opportunities took place, sustained by the belief that success of
the republican experiment demanded a well-educated citizenry. 1 While early collections
in Philadelphia addressed the accumulation of scientific specimens and patriotic
memorabilia, proprietors also sought to entice visitors to their museums by providing
education and entertainment. By attracting both serious students of science and a popular
audience eager for diversions, museums and their lessons could penetrate further into the
populace. Incorporating personal touches such as individually-led tours of the facilities,
published museum guides, and the option to take home souvenirs (in the form of one's
own silhouette) proprietors such as Pierre Eugene Du Simitiere and Charles Willson
Peale appealed to potential visitors on both an educational and pleasurable level. Using

1

For readings on education in early America see Lawrence A. Cremin, American Education: The National
Experience, 1783-1876 (New York: Harper & Row, 1980).
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the press to his advantage, Peale promoted his museum using phrases such as "useful
knowledge" and "rational amusement" in his promotional literature. This language
makes clear to the public his desire to convey that his museum was a place of learning as
well as leisure. Thus beginning with Du Simitiere and blossoming with Peale, the
boundary between education and recreation in early museums was blurred, as attending
exhibits became a popular leisure activity.
As early as the 1 720s, intellectual Americans had been interested in the
proliferation of scientific scholarship. At that time, several organizations for the
promotion of scientific knowledge and worldly understanding were established in
Philadelphia, beginning with Benjamin Franklin's Junto, Library Company, and
American Philosophical Society. These organizations, while established at various times
during the first half of the eighteenth century, all exemplified the commonly held belief
that an educated populace would lead to a stronger and more resilient society. However,
while purporting educational concerns for all members of society, several of these early
institutions limited their audience primarily to intellectual elites. 2 By the 1780s,
following the European model for forming elite intellectual societies, as had been done
earlier in the century, seemed contradictory to Revolutionary ideals. In 1787, Dr.
Benjamin Rush, the distinguished Philadelphia physician, wrote an article in which he

2

The literate class was comprised primarily of white, upper and middle class men, who had the ability as
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upper class backgrounds with the education and leisure time to devote to study.
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stated, "there is nothing more common than to confound the terms of American
Revolution with those of the late American war. The American war is over, but this is far
from being the case with the American Revolution." As the article progressed, Rush
went on to explain the Revolution would not be complete until the United States had
perfected its "new forms of government," and prepared "the principles, morals, and
manners of our citizen for these forms of government."3
The initiatives Dr. Rush and other Founding Fathers advocated came in the form
of education. Educating the public, they believed, would encourage patriotism and unify
the nation. Thus as the century wore on, and sentiments of equality and republicanism
spread, intellectuals encouraged the expansion of educational opportunities beyond the
privileged few to the whole of society. Desiring to reach vast numbers of people,
intellectual leaders sought venues capable of dispersing knowledge to the public.
Although founding a national university was a popular solution, the same sentiments may
certainly be used to understand the enthusiasm behind establishing museums as well.
Believing that an educated public was imperative to the success of republican
government, early museums were seen as one way to spread knowledge and advance
patriotic feelings. Thus, following closely on the heels of the Revolutionary War, the
culturally charged, "American Revolution," as Rush described it, incited a transition from
private intellectual society to open venues of education and entertainment, such as
museums.

Albert Castel, "The Founding Fathers and the Vision of a National University," History ofEducation
Quarterly 4 (December 1964): 280-81.
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At precisely the same time as many intellectuals realized the need for some form
of public education, curator of the American Philosophical Society and long-time private
collector Pierre Eugene Du Simitiere, with the "encouragement of friends" decided to
,
arrange his various collections and open an "American Museum.' 4 The museum, located
in his home, made his collection of scientific specimens and art the central focus. Thus
Du Simitiere, prompted in part by interested individuals who frequently requested
permission to view his growing collection in the 1770s, became the first to share his
collection of natural history, Americana, and the arts to a curious, and paying, American
public. Richard Smith, the first recorded patron, visited in 1775. Taking advantage of a
day of adjournment from Continental Congress deliberations, the New Jersey
representative requested to call upon the Swiss. Pleased with his visit, Smith recorded
the excursion in his diary stating, "Thursday 28 Septr. No Congress .... I amused myself
all the morning in M. Du Simitiere's museum."5 While not offering the reader much of a
description of what he saw, and erring prematurely in his pronouncement of Du
Simitiere's collection as a museum, Smith's journal does indicate that the cabinet must
have been quite extensive and engaging, if able to amuse him for an entire morning.
Following Smith's visit, Du Simitiere's collection increasingly came to resemble
a public institution. Interested members of the respectable class often called upon the
Swiss, and Du Simitiere welcomed many prominent Americans as well as foreign

Pierre Eugene Du Simitiere to Clinton, November 27, 1782, Letter Book, p. 25b, quoted in Sifton, 35. As
previously stated, Du Simitiere's museum opened to the public in April 1782.
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5 Edmund J. Burnett, ed., Letters ofMembers ofthe Continental Congress (Washington, 1921), I, 209;
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aristocrats into his home. 6 American John Adams expressed an interest in Du Simitiere
and his collection in a letter to his wife written in 1776. Adams had called upon the
Swiss in Philadelphia regarding design ideas "for a Great Seal for the confederated
States," and wrote, "Mr. Du Simitiere is a very curious man. He has begun a collection
of materials for [an] history of the Revolution."7
After fully transforming his semi-private collection into a public museum in 1782,
a transition encouraged by mounting debts and the desire to continue collecting, Du
Simitiere announced his opening on a broadside. Listing many of the items available for
viewing, Du Simitiere indicated the wide variety of "natural and artificial curiosities" he
possessed. His broadside presented his collection of items in an organized and modest
format, apparently feeling the objects did not need a more showy presentation. Only in
existence two and one-half short years, Du Simitiere' s museum nonetheless left favorable
impressions on two visitors who wrote about their experiences after touring the exhibit.
German soldier Baron Ludwig Von Closen expressed his genuine liking for the

6
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collection, noting the many "fine things" displayed by his host. 8 Likewise, a German
physician, Johann David Schoepf praised Du Simitiere's museum, remarking "Mr. du
Simitiere of Geneva, a painter, is almost the only man in Philadelphia who manifests a
taste for natural history. Also he possesses the only Collection, a small one, of natural
curiosities - and a not inconsiderable number of well-executed drawings of American
birds, plants, and insects. "9 Schoepf s praise is significant because as a scholar he
presumably received education in natural history and would have expressed disdain for a
collection that disappointed his knowledge on the subject.
Four years after Du Simitiere officially opened his home and collection to the
public, Charles Willson Peale organized his collection and welcomed visitors to his
"Philadelphia Museum." By this time, members of the respectable and learned class
hoped that museums would become one of the answers they sought for efficient ways to
enlarge the scope of public knowledge and artistic appreciation in the young United
States. Peale hoped his museum would suppress public corruption by offering rational
amusement and pleasurable instruction. In January 1802 he wrote Thomas Jefferson,
articulating his belief that a collection of interesting subjects "would enlighten the minds
of my countrymen... and humanize the mind, promote harmony, and aid virtue [better]
than any other School yet imagined." 10 Less than a month later Peale again pronounced
Evelyn M. Acomb, "The Journal of Baron Von Closen," William and Mary Quarterly 10 (April 1953):
206-07. Baron Ludwig Von Closen (ca. 1752-1830) was a German who served as an aide-de-camp to
General Rochambeau, commander of the French army in America.
8

9
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and ed. Alfred J. Morrison, New York: Bergman Publishers, 1968), 85-86. Schoepf(1752-1800) was a
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the virtues of his museum to Isaac Weaver. He noted the museum would highly amuse
every visitor, "yet their morals are not contaminated, and they cannot leave such as place
without carrying with them powerful lessons of morality."11 By maintaining his plan as
affirmed to his fellow intellectual elites, Peale created a compromise between the worlds
of science and popular entertainment and succeeded in maintaining a lucrative museum
well into the nineteenth century. Elites hoped that by offering solid educational material
as well as entertaining spectacles, museums would succeed in attracting both the serious
students of science as well as a popular audience eager for diversions.
Although both Du Simitiere and Peale did ultimately collect, examine, and
display items they came to possess, establishing a museum for the purpose of educating
the public was not the initial aim of either man. In each instance the idea of opening a
museum to the public was a gradual process advanced by various factors. The necessity
of earning a living and continuing to finance their collecting habits compelled both to
display their assemblages to a paying public. Du Simitiere charged fifty cents to each
visitor who enjoyed an hour-long, personally narrated tour through his collection. Peale
on the other hand, initially charged twenty-five cents for the privilege of viewing his
portrait and natural history collections. However, in 1802 he chose to maximize his
profits by dividing his core exhibit of portraits and most of his natural history specimens
from the popular mastodon exhibit. This allowed him to charge separate admission
prices, the Philosophical Hall/mastodon exhibit being fifty cents and the State

11
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House/various natural history specimens and portraits for the standard twenty-five
cents. 12 Peale, seeking to make the museum a profitable venture, utilized two spaces in
hopes of enticing visitors to see both exhibits. Offering a combination of intellectual
instruction and, as we shall see shortly, a variety of interesting entertainments, enabled
Peale to run a successful and popular institution in the heart of Philadelphia.
Keen on utilizing his museum as space for public "instruction," Peale
incorporated this idea into every aspect of his exhibit, reflecting on his first displays, "to
arrange them classically is absolutely necessary to promote a knowledge of the[ir]
qualities to make them useful." 13 Desiring to advance the notion of "useful knowledge,"
the proprietor devised a twofold mission for his establishment. First he established a
school of natural history to educate people in the field of science. Second, he sought to
"open the eyes of an Ignorant people" to the appropriate manner of respectable
behavior. 14 Thus, the museum itself became a school. 15 Visitors, or "students," could
observe each carefully preserved specimen that Peale placed in his exhibit through the
thoroughly systemized hierarchical system of plant and animal categories developed by
naturalist Carl Linnaeus. Peale's interpretation of the Linnaean ordered arrangement of
specimens consisted of preserved animals grouped by their environment and presented as
12
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though alive. 16 To further the educational experience, Peale "attach[ed] to each piece a
label with such particulars as are necessary in a concise manner ... " to explain its
significance. 17 Above the shelves containing the animal habitat exhibit, as seen in
Peale's painting of his museum The Long Room hung Peale's portrait collection
(Figure 9). Containing the images of some of the most eminent persons in American civil
and military history, the portraits depicted the highest class of natural beings in the
Linnaean system. Wanting to be consistent in everything he did, Peale also provided

Figure 9: Charles Willson Peale: The Long Room. 1822 (Detroit Institute of Arts} 18
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labels for visitors to read with biographical information about the painting's subjects.
Aside from the intellectual stimulation museum patrons received, visitors were
also exposed to suggestive social and moral instruction throughout their visit. Peale
ensured that patrons would depart having been exposed to interesting objects that
provided instruction on the natural world as well as having been instructed how to
comport themselves in a public environment. Initially, concerned with the behavior of
museum visitors and the safekeeping of his collection, as well as the health of visitors,
Peale posted signs reading "Do not touch the birds for they are covered in arsenic
Poison" around the facilities. 19 The message served the dual role of attempting to protect
each specimen from human handling as well as guard the health of visitors. In doing so,
the sign also conveyed messages about proper comportment in society. Also attempting
to protect the artifacts, Peale placed glass in front of the natural history displays again "to
prevent the abuse of fingering," and added low railings around the glass to prevent people
from "dirty[ing] the glass's and destroy[ing] the brilliency (sic) of the gilding."20 Taking
these actions also protected the preserved specimens and attempted to communicate the
message of looking, but not touching.
These preventative actions clearly did not stop each visitor from taking some
actions that Peale found inappropriate. Complaining to his son, Rembrandt, the elder

19
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Peale noted his annoyance at the "dirty custom" of "standin[g] on our covered benches."
Instead of chastising the perpetrator, Peale chose to "prevent it as I sometimes do" by
"taking out my Handkerchieff and wiping & brushing after them, without uttering a
sylable." He further attempted to prevented disruptive behavior and teach manners by
posting signs such as one that stated, "None but the Rude and uncultivated ring the Bells
going down."21 Apparently a disruptive and ongoing annoyance, Peale used the sign to
discourage patrons from pestering the proprietor with false announcements of visitors.
Peale hoped that these efforts would protect his collection and preserve it for future
generations while clearly defining proper social etiquette. Peale and other likeminded
intellectuals hoped that socially directive actions would convey the message to patrons
that touching fragile objects and standing on furniture were socially inappropriate modes
of behavior. As well as being useful for traditional forms of education, Peale found his
facility useful for teaching socially acceptable conduct.
While incorporating moral and social lessons into his museum, Peale also
interwove his religious ideology. As deism and its emphasis on "natural theology"
gained favor among particular intellectual elites in the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries, religious leaders and devout laymen viewed science with
skepticism. The debates carried over into political circles. The Federalists accused
proponents of natural history of departing from Biblical truths, while the Jeffersonians
charged Federalists and clergy alike of harboring animosity to all new learning. 22 Peale,
21
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who depended upon patronage from both groups, could not jeopardize provoking either
camp, and sought to avoid both extremes. Rather, he maintained that through the study
of nature, to "shew the wonderful hand of an allwise & providential power" the
individual could obtain a sense of God and His deeds, which worked to reinforce
religious beliefs and reveal truths about the Bible. Peale sought to observe God through
the study of His creations, and utilized the medium of his museum to facilitate the
discovery.23
Not all religiously devout persons condemned Peale's ventures. Swedish minister
and student of natural history Reverend Nicholas Collin supported Peale's lecture series
and the study of natural history as a "religious duty." Between 1800 and 1801, Collin
wrote a six-part essay entitled "Remarks on the utility of Mr. Peale's proposed Lectures
in the Museum," in which he discussed the religious and secular advantages that may be
derived from the exhibit space and upcoming lecture series. 24 Collin noted "the direct
promotion of Religion" found in Peale's exhibits and proposed that the natural hierarchy
(Linnaean system) evident in Peale's displays conveyed the lesson that greater beings
carried the Christian burden of helping lesser beings. 25 Furthermore, Collin used
passages from the Bible, such as "Ask the beasts, and they shall teach thee; and the fowls
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of the air, and they shall tell thee; and the fishes of the sea shall declare unto thee," to
support his belief that the Bible calls upon the faithful to learn from nature.26
A decade later Moravian sister, Catherine Fritsch, also expressed delight in
Peale's exhibits "since he [Peale] has hung on the walls scripture texts - in oval frames beautifully engrossed - as silent reminders to the unthinking that there is a God who has
created all things."27 As she meandered through the State House exhibit Fritsch
"observe[d] ...the wisdom of God in His creation, as we viewed, with astonishment, the
many different animals, birds, and fish, and the infinite varies of exquisite butterflies and
insects." She understood Peale's museum as an opportunity for visitors to behold how
God and nature worked together. Using the Linnaean binomial classification system,
previously praised by Collin, Peale displayed his animal exhibit in ascending order, from
the meekest creature to the most complex, expressing his belief in the essentially rational
order of nature. This system of classification dovetailed with Peale's desire to be precise
and scientific in the presentation of objects, while also affirming his beliefs about God's
role in nature.28 By studying the precise layout of specimens using this hierarchical
system, visitors such as Collin and later, Fritsch clearly could see God as the creator of
nature's extensive hierarchy. Thus, both minister and Moravian Sister, through the
thoughtful viewing of the museum's arrangements, better understood God and His
influence over nature.
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Just as the proliferation of knowledge served religious interests, it also aided in
generating cultural and intellectual entreats as well. Prominent patriot, Dr. David
Ramsey, of Charleston echoed many intellectual's thoughts when he stated the "arts and
sciences, which languished under the low prospects of subjection, will ...raise their
drooping heads ...Even now, amidst the tumults of war, literary institutions are forming
all over the continent, which must light up a blaze of knowledge, as cannot fail to bum,
and catch and spread, until it has finally illuminated with rays of science the most distant
retreats of ignorance and barbarity."29 Firmly committed to the spread of knowledge,
Peale found himself aligned with other prominent intellectuals in believing that educating
the general public could combat civic disorderliness. Thomas Jefferson firmly advocated
the spread of knowledge throughout the population of America. The statesman and
founder of the University of Virginia proclaimed in 1814 that "the continuance of
republican government ...absolutely hang[s] on ...public education."30 In Jefferson's
mind "knowledge among the people [was] to be the instrument by which ... the human
condition will ever advance to a state of perfection ...in the world."31 Peale, sharing these
beliefs, and firmly committed to the notion of knowledge as the foundation of republican
virtues believed "in a county where institutions all depended upon the virtue of the
people, which in its tum is secluded only as they are well informed, the promotion of
29
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knowledge is the First of duties." He soon came to believe the best weapon in this
pursuit of social harmony was his museum, for it would" ... diffuse a knowledge of the
wonderful works of creation, not only of this country but of the whole world." Moreover,
his goal"to form a school of useful knowledge, to diffuse its usefulness to every class in
our country," taught public virtue by demonstrating the harmonious order and beauty of
nature as well as providing appropriate social instruction. 32 Combating the degradation
of democracy, museums would be a well-ordered model working to uplift society and
defend against societal turmoil, confusion, and disarray. The museum thus became a
multifaceted answer to the educational needs of the average American citizenry.
To Peale, the museum had become a critical link in the chain of education, yet it
also served as a form of entertainment to many patrons who seemed curious about his
many interesting and unusual exhibit pieces. In an address two decades after his opening
he confirmed the goals and responsibilities of his museum were"to amuse and in the
same moment to instruct the adult of each sex and age ... "33 By 1816, when Peale
delivered this address in Philadelphia, he had devoted many years to assembling a
museum that would appeal to the intellectual and curious mind. Now he sought to merge
the ideal of learning with opportunities for entertainment.
Employing education and science as a major component in the presentation of his
materials seemed not enough to Peale, who found he needed to incorporate elements that
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would entice the public to come for entertainment purposes as well. Thus he began to
promote museum going as a leisure activity. David Brigham points out Peale's desire to
classify the museum as a leisure activity was professionally hazardous during the I 790s,
because the confines of morally acceptable leisure activities were still being negotiated.
When in I 774 the Continental Congress prohibited certain nonproductive activities as
extravagant, restrictions were placed on expensive diversions and entertainments. While
the Congress had implemented these restrictions as a means of preventing economic
scarcity, religious groups such as Quakers and most other Protestant denominations soon
adopted the laws. 34 By engaging language to promote his museum as "rational
amusement" or "rational entertainment," Peale successfully avoided critics who deemed
other leisure activities such as the theater sinful and extravagant. 35 Employing language
that signaled a form of socially beneficial recreation permitted Peale to maintain his
commitment to the traditional education and moral programming of the day.
Peale's lecture series then, an attraction offered between I 799 and 1802 bridged
the gap between education and entertainment as well as kept him abreast of the latest

For a thorough explanation of the debate over public entertainment in Philadelphia and the language
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customs in museum practices (Figure 10). Both instructive as well as amusing, Peale
mimicked the Museum in Paris and Royal Institute of London by offering a series of
lectures discussing various specimens in his collection. 36 He assumed the lectures would
"open the eyes of an Ignorant people" by offering scientific instruction while providing
an engaging and enjoyable listening experience. 37 Including forty lectures, the series
sought to summarize known knowledge of natural history by offering verbal
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Figure 10. Charles Willson Peale's Introduction to a Course ofLectures on Natural
History. Philadelphia, 1800. (American Philosophical Society, Philadelphia}38
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descriptions of mammals and birds.39 However, the lectures were not the wild success
Peale had anticipated. This left him wondering what might be done to entice visitors to
the museum. 40 The accommodation of people's schedules became key when he realized
that more patrons would be apt to visit the museum if nightly hours were added. With the
installation of the argand lamp, a new invention brought from France by Benjamin
Franklin, the opportunity to accommodate more Philadelphian's schedules became
possible.41 In January 1797, regular evening hours were set "to Accommodate those who
may not have leisure during the day light to enjoy the rational amusement which the
various subjects of the MUSEUM afford." The lamps permitted Peale to remain open at
night by "handsomely LIGHT [ING] on TUESDAY and SATURDAY evenings." It
allowed Peale to extend the hours of operation on certain nights of the week, placing the
museum on the forefront of contemporary progress. When the main part of the museum
moved to the State House several years later, Peale again remained on the forefront of
scientific invention, when in 1816 he installed gas lights, a much safer and cleaner way to
light the facilities.42 The lamps also maximized interest in his facility because many
patrons, amazed at the phenomenon of so much light indoors, visited in order to see the
lighting fixtures themselves as a form of novel entertainment. However, the main benefit
became Peale's freedom to schedule evening events, such as offering readings of his
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otherwise noontime natural history lectures, or scheduling demonstrations of his static
electricity machine. 43
Thanks to the remarkable lamps, visitors now had the option to stop in during
evening hours to take in the wide variety of other interesting attractions and devices Peale
kept on display. His first step toward expanding the initial picture gallery with amusing
items occurred in 1785 with the installation of the "Eidophusikon" or "Perspective Views
with Changeable Effects; or Nature Delineated, and in Motion." The invention, known to
show "moving pictures," presented the viewer several scenes, which by turning multiple
lights on and off and moving those lights and several other components gave apparent
motion to otherwise flat, painted surfaces. 44
Also appealing to the senses, but this time to a person's ears, was the evening
organ recitals visitors could attend after 1803. Often Peale hired musicians to perform at
stated hours or "at other times we shall occasionally get Ladies and Gentlemen [ to play]
that will not dislike shewing their Talents behind the Curtain.',45 With visitors
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accustomed to evening hours (made possible by the installation oflamps), visitors had the
freedom to call when their schedules permitted, and they were treated to a variety of
delightful evening entertainments.
But perhaps the most popular thing one could do when visiting Peale's museum
was to have a silhouette made by the physiognotrace. The device, derived from a French
invention, was successfully used in the museum and primarily operated by Moses
Williams, a former black slave given to Peale prior to his settlement in Philadelphia.
Williams charged eight cents for four copies ofa guest's silhouette, and he precisely cut
each silhouette from a single sketching. 46 These personal likenesses thus quickly became
popular souvenirs for visitors to take home. By incorporating into his museum the most
current scientific devices and amusing entertainments, Peale's museum prospered as a
well-known locus of entertainment.
Unlike Peale's Philadelphia Museum, which incorporated new elements of
interest over its long history, Du Simitiere's American Museum did not integrate such
popular amusements into its exhibit. Perhaps this occurred because the proprietor died
suddenly, only having opened his museum for just a short while. Or perhaps Du
Simitiere would always have remained a proprietor devoted to presenting items in a
simple manner, choosing to let the material speak for itself. Scholars only know that
while proprietor he concentrated on creating a unique and objective exhibition ofnatural
history and Americana. Rather than continue collecting exotic specimens, Du Simitiere
shifted his focus to the more traditional concerns ofnationalism inherent during the
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revolutionary era. Remaining true to his presentation style, he never engaged showy and
expensive exhibits to attract patrons. By not offering sensational entertainments, Du
Simitiere's focus remained on the items themselves and their importance to the study of
science and the newly formed nation.
This unpretentious museum Du Simitiere established stood in sharp contrast to
fellow Philadelphian Charles Willson Peale's museum of instruction and entertainment.
Although both museums were formally established within four years of each other, they
served very different purposes. Du Simitiere concentrated on the maintenance of his
collection for scientific or national study, while Peale continually expanded the spectrum
of items he presented to an eager public, simultaneously creating and adopting new
methods of presentation to ensure his museum would remain a popular success.
One cannot know what the success of Du Simitiere's American Museum might
have been. The death of the museum's sole proprietor caused an abrupt end to its
existence in Philadelphia. The more fortunately long-lived Peale did change and expand
his Philadelphia museum to fit the values of society and attract more patrons. Peale, then,
is remembered for his innovative efforts to incorporate both education and entertainment
into one popular public attraction. For better or worse, his model is the one that persisted
through the nineteenth century and down to today.
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Conclusion

In January of 1995 the National Air and Space Museum, a division of the
Smithsonian Institution, announced the cancellation of an original exhibit that they had
been planning since 1988 entitled, "The Last Act: The Atomic Bomb and the End of
World War II." In its place the museum displayed a smaller exhibit devoid of
controversy and "interpretation." 1 The original plan was abandoned because veterans'
groups, political commentators, social critics, and politicians accused the exhibition script
of dishonoring American veterans who fought in the war by questioning the motive for
using atomic bombs, portraying those weapons as unnecessary to end the war, and by
sympathizing too much with the Japanese killed by the bombs. 2 Thus, the Smithsonian
Institution, the United States' foremost museum system, bowed to political pressure and
surrendered its scholarly authority to external forces. In canceling the exhibit the
museum lost an opportunity to inform the American public and international community
about the causes and consequences of dropping the atomic bomb. Although tension
between outside commentators and museum planners had hardly reached such dire
proportions in the United States up until that point, the issues that plagued the
1
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Smithsonian at the close of the twentieth century have been pervasive through the history
of American museums, reaching back to their very inception some two hundred years
ago.
The Enola Gay controversy thus presents an extraordinary opportunity to actively
examine the persisting tensions plaguing museums from late eighteenth to the close of the
twentieth century. Many issues surrounding the Enola Gay controversy parallel those of
the earliest museums in America. Questions of museum's obligations to their audiences,
their intended messages, and the emphasis they place on notions of patriotism and
education have consistently been leveled at museums. The intended audience of
museums shifted following the American Revolution to incorporate the general public
rather than simply the intellectual elite, as had been the case for much of the eighteenth
century. This availability of museums for average citizens in the early national era
drastically altered society by allowing many more men and women access to knowledge
they otherwise would not have encountered. Today's controversy more specifically
focuses on the intended audience. The open accessibility of museums has prevailed, but
museum specialists now must find the correct balance in their exhibit designs between
intellectual and publicly accepted interpretations of history - something the Enola Gay
exhibit failed to fully consider.
Following the decision to open museums to the public, museums in early America
needed to negotiate their purposes. Proprietors who opened museums to the public after
the Revolution did so because they believed that a more educated public would lead to a
stronger nation. Thus intellectual leaders intended to utilize museums in the promotion
of patriotism as well as instruct the public in subjects of science and natural history.
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Today museums must negotiate purposes as well. In the case of the Enola Gay
exhibition, museum curators crafted a script in line with scholarly interpretation, but
contrary to popularly held beliefs. The educational exhibit thus provoked public outrage.
Finally, early museums in America used two incentives to draw people to their
facilities. First, numerous natural history and scientific specimens on display would
fulfill the educational and inquisitive desires of visitors. Secondly, the public's request
for entertainment and leisure activities would be met through the interesting assortment
of pleasing items to look at, to hear, or to take home. Similarly, the Enola Gay
exhibition, as indicative of other museums exhibits today, planned to present an
educational display made up of the actual plane itself and pictures of the devastating
effects of the bomb, while presenting the argument against the necessity of using the
weapon to end the war. However, curators hoped that through this educational
experience visitors would be dazzled with entertaining exhibit techniques, interesting
artifacts, and state-of-the-art multi-media displays. But balancing public entertainment
expectations, intellectual innovations, and patriotic sentiment proved to be exceedingly
complex.
The Smithsonian Institution became in 1840 the successor of Du Simitiere and
Peale's efforts and in time went a long way to bringing their visions to fruition. The
Smithsonian Institution was the country's first national museum founded with the
dedication to "the increase and diffusion of knowledge among men" as specified by
Englishman James Smithson's establishing bequest. 3 Both Du Simitiere and Peale had

Leonard Carmichael and J. C. Long, James Smithson and the Smithsonian Story (New York: Putnam, 1965),
14.
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pushed for this idea much earlier, and both hoped to obtain permanent funding as well as
bring a higher status to their repositories ofnatural history and science. However,
leading intellectuals and government officials turned down each man's appeal. Peale,
wrote Thomas Jefferson in 1802, about his desire that his labors be "crown'd in a
National Establishment ofmy Museum." Peale was keenly disappointed when Jefferson
replied that the government was too new and Congress too unsure ofits powers to "apply
,
the public money to any but the purposes specially enumerated in the Constitution.' 4 Not
to be deterred, Peale again in 181 7 and 1818 approached the government about "making
an offer ofthe Museum to Congress." Fearing that upon his death the museum would be
"divided and thus destroyed," Peale wished to have "made a National Establishment" of
his museum so that his years oflabor and study would be protected.5 His numerous
efforts to establish his museum as a national institution failed. Thus not until the 1840s
with the bequest from James Smithson did the United States acquire a national museum.6
Peale's self-portrait, The Artist in His Museum, represents much more than the
achievements ofPeale and other early American museum proprietors. It also symbolizes
the controversies swirling around the ever-evolving debate over what to include in
museum space. Each item carefully preserved, painted, or assembled in Peale's museum
represented a choice - to educate, to entertain, and/or to inspire. Peale molded popular

Charles Willson Peale to Thomas Jefferson, January 12, 1802, Peale Papers, 2: 386-387; Thomas
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perceptions by what he displayed and by what he excluded. And he always kept his
audience in his plans. This notion of pleasing an audience continues today just as it did
two hundred years ago.
The American museum developed out of, and matured with, the American
democratic culture. As the importance of more egalitarian forms of education became
widely accepted following the revolution, museums became one method of distributing
that knowledge among the general population. Although today's museums are plagued
with such matters as presenting history in an "unbiased" manner, the permanence of
museums in American society demonstrates the resounding success leading intellectuals
and early American museum proprietors had upon our scientific, patriotic, educational,
and cultural landscape.
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